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Why we advocate for cycling

❖

It's not because cycling is cheaper,

cleaner and faster than driving
a car

Why we advocate for cycling

❖

It's not because cycling is currently too

dangerous for most people

Why we advocate for cycling

❖

It's not because cycling is good

your health

for

Why we advocate for cycling

❖

It's not because cycling is fun!

Why we advocate for cycling

❖

It's because we want a better, more

liveable city
❖

And to mitigate the climate emergency

Why we advocate for cycling

❖

It's because cycling is an essential part
of our multi-modal

future

transport

Separated cycle path

Wellington Cycling Framework 2015

1. We submit that:

❖

Development of cycling infrastructure
must be aligned with a future vision
❖

The vision needs community buy-in

❖

Bike Tauranga intends to be part of that vision

2. We submit that:
❖

The arterial cycling network must
consist of separated cycle paths
❖

Shared pathways are not fit for purpose as a
transport route
❖

Significant risk to pedestrians

❖

Fast eBikes and eScooters

3. We submit that:

❖

The arterial cycling network must be
substantially complete by 2030
❖

55%

Global emissions need to be cut by
by the
start of 2030 to meet the 1.5°C Paris target

In summary

❖

Arterial cycle routes must be

separated
❖

Complete by 2030

20%
Mode share
One day a
week
Within a year

This could be the first transport
project in the Bay of Plenty to
demonstrate a decrease in
transport emissions.

SHIFTING THE CULTURE

MOTIVATING
PARTICIPATION
 It’s fun
 Schools want to win
 Businesses want to contribute to
change
 Great rewards and prizes
 It’s a healthy highlight to the week
 Collaborative & competitive momentum
 Social engagement
 People power
 Community building

APP

Key Performance indicators





Every car equates to 120 square metres of space.
13 % more car parks available on Wednesdays, what
could we do with them?

Land Use

COLLABORATING FOR CHANGE
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Statement of Evidence of Mark John Apeldoorn, BE(Hons) DipBusMgmt FENZ MIEAust
CPEng(NZ&Au) RPEQ

Introduction
1.

My full name is Mark John Apeldoorn. I am a Practice Leader – Transportation Advisory at
Stantec, responsible for the Waikato and Bay of Plenty Regions. I hold a Bachelors’ degree
with honours in Civil Engineering, a postgraduate Certificate of Proficiency in
Transportation Planning and a postgraduate Diploma in Business Management, all from the
University of Auckland. I am a Chartered Professional Engineer (CPEng), a Fellow of the
Institution of Professional Engineers of New Zealand (FIPENZ), an International Professional
Engineer (IntPE), and a member of the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE America).

2.

I have 30 years’ experience as a practising traffic and transportation engineer. I have
worked as a local authority engineer and currently as a traffic engineering consultant. As a
consultant, I have been engaged by local authorities, and private concerns to advise on
traffic and roading development issues covering safety, management and planning matters
of many kinds.

3.

I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses in the Environment Court
Consolidated Practice Note (2014). Notwithstanding that this is a Council hearing, I agree
to comply with this Code of Conduct. This evidence is within my area of expertise, except
where I state I am relying on what I have been told by another person. I have not omitted
to consider material facts known to me that might alter or detract from the opinions that I
express.

Introduction
4.

In this matter, I have been asked by the Port of Tauranga (PoT) to advise and assist with
their submissions to the RLTP. I have assisted and advised in relation to the preparation of
their submissions that you will have already read. The brief statement I present here sets
out some further evidence in support of the submissions that have been made.

5.

The matters I address in this evidence are as follows:
(i)

The broad impact of traffic delays impacting the Port’s operations;

(ii)

The continuing and emerging impact of forecast traffic demands on the roads critical
for access; and

Statement of Mark John Apeldoorn
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(iii)

The current road safety environment on these roads, which goes to travel time
reliability and disruption to Port access.

6.

By way of an overall summary, the PoT has set out in its submissions the following:
(i)

Broad endorsement of the wider strategic transport network initiatives; and

(ii)

An increased focus and investment on immediate resolution of the strategic and
localised urban network critical to ensure the Port can provide reliable and efficient
access to and for the region’s growing freight industry.

7.

My evidence which follows focuses on the second of these two submissions.

Recurrent Traffic Delays
8.

The PoT has advised that recurrent traffic delays are a critical matter impacting access for
the Port, predominantly the facility located on the eastern side of the harbour and also in
relation to movement between the western and eastern-harbour Port facilities.

9.

As a basis for initial quantification of this, I have drawn from Google’s Live and Typical
Traffic Forecasting models. This tracks cell-phone movement over periods of time and
translates the data into a speed-based maps showing relative traffic speed for the
environment. I have collated a range of “Typical Weekday” performance indicator
diagrams that demonstrate the range and geographic location of frequent traffic
movement disruption as it impacts localised Port access related movements. These are as
follows (the figures are included at my Appendix A):

10.

(i)

Figure 1: Typical Weekday AM Peak Period;

(ii)

Figure 2: Typical Weekday Midday Period;

(iii)

Figure 3: Typical Weekday PM Peak Period; and

(iv)

Figure 4: Typical Friday PM Peak Period.

The Figures show a coloured scale of delay impact. These are “Typical” occurrences on the
network, not a specific selection that might bias the result in any way. The definitions
referred to that Google are typically referenced as adopting are summarised in my
Appendix A, however I note that Google do not make these values specifically available or
transparent. Overall however, they are indicative of the sort of user delay impact that
drivers experience.
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11.

The key observations can be summarised as follows:
(i)

Slow moving and/or congested traffic activity on the local roads are currently
impacting PoT access;

(ii)

Slow moving and/or queued demands frequently extend along:
a. Much of Totara Street (1.8km),
b. All of Hewletts Road east of Totara Street (1.9km); and
c. Over the Harbour bridge (2.0 to 2.3km).

12.

Both the frequency and the growing extent of coverage of delay on the affected networks
around the PoT are of evidential and current concern for the PoT.

Traffic Growth Forecasts
13.

Current traffic volume demands have a relationship with the capacity of the road
infrastructure to accommodate it. The following material describes the current traffic
growth demands and its impact on these corridors.

14.

Current traffic volumes, based on the nearest national telemetry count site established on
Takitimu Dr south of Elizabeth Street are shown on the diagrams at Appendix B. The
following key results are evident:
(i)

Annual average daily traffic volumes are in the order of 21,500vpd each way,
43,400vpd in total (2021 to date);

(ii)

Average traffic growth demands were about 6.0% per annum from 2011 to 2018, and
have been constant since then, suggesting that the road has reached practical
capacity.

(iii)

Heavy vehicle movement peak demands coincide with the AM all vehicle peak
demand period and then remain generally constant through to about the time of the
evening peak period; and

(iv)

Heavy vehicle growth demands are trending upwards in a similar way to the growth
demand for all vehicles.

(v)

The latest (2016) NZTA State Highway Traffic Volumes Monthly Report shows that
the Waikato/Bay of Plenty Region recorded the highest growth rates across the
country for:

Statement of Mark John Apeldoorn
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a. All vehicles (+6.2%);
b. Light vehicle category (+6.7%); and for the
c. Heavy vehicle category (+4.3%).
15.

Overall, the local traffic growth demands, when overlaid on the current “at practical
capacity” local network present a serious operating threat to consistency and timely
transport operations for the PoT. Having regard for the exponentially increasing impact of
delay when compared with traffic growth on a near capacity road, there is reasonable
evidence the local road network delay performance will continue to significantly
deteriorate in the coming years if there is not a local and/or strategic intervention.

Road Safety and Reliability
16.

Road safety data is an indicator of the safe operation of a road corridor. It is also an
indicator of the frequency that intermittent disruption has the potential to impact
movement within a corridor.

17.

I have examined the most recent crash history from 2015 to 2020 inclusive for the local
road network comprising:

18.

19.

(i)

Totara Street (southern section);

(ii)

Hewletts Road; and

(iii)

SH2 including the Harbour Bridge.

Appendix C shows:
(i)

The area to which the crash data search applies;

(ii)

The aggregation of crash density on these routes; and

(iii)

A summary of the detailed crash data;

The key observations that can be made are:
(i)

A total 463 crashes were recorded in the six years period, equivalent to about 1 every
5 days;

(ii)

The fatal crashes (2) occurred on Totara Street, both involving trucks;
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(iii)

There is a higher frequency of crashes in close proximity to the Port and the local
environment the Port relies on for efficiency of operation;

(iv)

The highest crash density location occurs at the Hewletts Road / Totara Street
intersection, with 10% of the crashes occurring there;

(v)

over 80% of crashes occurred during the working week (Mon-Fri);

(vi)

Over 80% of crashes occurred in daylight;

(vii)

The number of accidents per year is virtually constant at 79-84, except for 2020 when
only 46 were recorded – probably because of Covid related lockdown

(viii) Having regard for the frequency of un-reported crashes1 (Appendix C), the total crash
number estimation is 1,639 in the five years period. This is on average, almost one
crash per day causing disruption/interruption to Port related vehicle movements.
20.

Overall, it is evident that the local traffic environment is subject to significant and frequent
road safety disruption with the potential to impact Port efficiency.

Conclusion
21.

The policy emphasis on public transport for private travel is recognised. The Port of
Tauranga’s submission however is that this should not be at the expense of roading
infrastructure improvements that are vital to the economic wellbeing of the Region and of
the Port.

Mark Apeldoorn
Stantec NZ
11 April 2021

1

NZTA Economic Evaluation Manual, Tables 6.3(a) and 6.3 (b)
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Appendix A
Recurrent Traffic Delay Maps
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What are the coloured lines representing on the Traffic
Map?
The coloured lines representing traffic conditions on major highways or streets refer to the
speed at which one can travel on that road.
•
•
•
•
•

The dreaded red lines on the map mean highway traffic is moving at less than 25
miles / 40.2 km per hour and could indicate an accident or congestion on that route
Yellow lines on the map indicate that traffic is moving faster, from 25 to 50 miles /
40.2 to 80.46 km per hour
Green lines mean on the traffic map indicates zipping along at 50 miles / 80.46 km
per hour or more
If you see grey lines on the map, indicates that there’s no traffic information
available at the time
Red-black line on the map indicates extremely slow or stopped traffic

If you’re looking at traffic on city streets, where the speed limits are much lower than on the
freeways, the colours take on more of a relative meaning. In this case, red (or red-black)
lines indicates a lot of slow going and general congestion, while yellow colour means that
the traffic is a little better, but still not the best for your driving directions, and green colour
means traffic conditions are good.
Green part is the fastest and dark red is slow traffic. If you see red in most part of the route,
then avoid it, better to check alternate directions and take it.
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Appendix B
Traffic Volume Data
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Appendix C
Road Safety Data Summary
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The number in the circle is the number of crashes recorded in the 6-year period from 2015 to 2020.
Red represents fatal, orange – serious, yellow – minor and green are non-injury proportions.
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The indicative distribution of crashes are shown on the following image:
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NZTA Economic Evaluation Crash Under Reporting Factors Tables:
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Bay of Plenty Regional Council
PO Box 364
Whakatane 3158

Dear Sir/Madam
SUBMISSION ON THE DRAFT BAY OF PLENTY REGIONAL LAND TRANSPORT PLAN 2021-2031
OPOTIKI MARINA AND INDUSTRIAL PARK LIMITED

This submission to the Draft Bay of Plenty Regional Land Transport Plan (RLTP) and the attached supporting
information has been prepared on behalf of Opotiki Marina and Industrial Park Limited (OMIP).
Submitter Details

Opotiki Marina and Industrial Park Limited

Address for service

C/- Fergusson Planning Limited
tim@fergussonplanning.co.nz

Contact phone number

021 748 525

Contact Email

tim@fergussonplanning.co.nz

OMIP wishes to be heard in support of its submission.

Signature of submitter representative:

For Opotiki Marina and Industrial Park Limited
Dated: 06/04/2021

Level 1, Suite 4
202 The Strand, Whakatane 3120
P 021 748 525
E tim@fergussonplanning.co.nz

INTRODUCTION
Opotiki Marina and Industrial Park Limited (OMIP) is the owner of a 38-hectare area of rural land located on the
outskirts of Opotiki. The land adjoins the western side of the Opotiki Harbour and has vehicle access from State
Highway 2. The site has been identified as the preferred location for the establishment of a marina and marine
industry precinct to support the offshore marine farm as well as other maritime industries and related
commercial activities facilitated by the Opotiki Harbour Development (OHD).
The site has been earmarked for this form of development through the creation of a specific Harbour Industrial
Zone in the Opotiki District Plan with a structure plan that provides for the establishment of harbour facilities
and related land use activities in this area with state highway access. A copy of this structure plan is included as
Appendix 2.
The OMIP development is a critical component of the OHD and unlocks many of the significant economic, social
and cultural benefits of the project.
The OMIP is currently in the design phase in preparation for a resource consent application with construction
programmed to commence in mid-2022.
The activities that are anticipated to establish within the OMIP site will increase traffic accessing the site via State
Highway 2. Consultation with Waka Kotahi has identified the need to upgrade the intersection of the OMIP access
road with State Highway 2 to provide for the increased traffic volumes, particularly trucks. The exact design of
the upgrade has yet to be confirmed but is likely to involve the construction of a roundabout. These
improvements are not funded through current government funding provided through the Opotiki Investment
package.
BACKGROUND
The Opotiki Harbour was an operational river port for many years and was an integral component of the
district’s transport infrastructure up until the second half of the 20th century. From the 1960s onwards more
reliance was placed on the district roading infrastructure to transport products from Opotiki around New
Zealand. Consequently, the use of harbour declined. Further, over time sediment has accumulated in the Waioeka
River entrance resulting in it becoming shallower. The entrance in its current form is only suitable for small
vessels to navigate under limited tidal and weather conditions.
The OHD was conceived by Opotiki District Council to re-establish the harbour by improving navigability and
safety for a range of vessels, particularly those associated with the operational marine farm located offshore from
Opotiki. Re-establishing the harbour is a long-held community aspiration and provides a platform for sustainable
economic growth. The OHD has received Government and Regional Council funding, acquired the necessary
resource consents and construction is programmed to commence in 2021.
To complement the harbour development, the concept of a marina and marine industry precinct has been
developed (the OMIP site). The marina will provide safe berthing for vessels associated with the aquaculture
industry and facilities to support the servicing of the marine farm as well as other marine-related industries
established because of the improved harbour access.
The OHD and OMIP project are co-dependant with the OHD relying on landside marine activities to provide the
employment and economic benefits enabled by the government and regional investment in the OHD. The marina
is an essential component for the significant projected future expansion of the aquaculture industry in Opotiki
and the associated economic growth, job creation, and enhancement for the wellbeing of the eastern Bay of
Plenty community.
The OHD is currently identified in Table 16 of the Draft RLTP which details significant expenditure on non-NLTF
funded activities programmed for the six-year period covered by the regional programme (2018/19 - 2023/24),
as follows:

ACTIVITY

ORG

DESCRIPTION

Opotiki
Investment

Opotiki District Council

A mixture of Provincial Growth Fund (PGF) and
Infrastructure Reference Group shovel ready
projects including the Opotiki Harbour development
and improvements to the CBD.

TOTAL
EXPENDITURE

$29m

As noted above, the Opotiki Investment does not include the SH2 access arrangements for the OMIP site.
OPOTIKI MARINA AND INDUSTRIAL PARK
The OMIP development involves the establishment of a basin providing marina berths, a commercial wharf,
vessel haul out area, and recreational boat ramp. The basin is likely to be constructed in stages. The marine
industry precinct will provide loading and unloading facilities for servicing the offshore marine farm, vessel
maintenance, servicing and storage, marine industry support services and sales, marina office and related
activities.
Activities at the OMIP site will generate heavy vehicle traffic transporting mussels and other products from the
marine farm to the processing factory in Opotiki as well as traffic associated with other activities within the
marine precinct, including use of the recreational boat ramp and marina.
A conceptual plan of the OMIP site is included as Appendix 3.
PROPOSED ROADING IMPROVEMENTS
The OMIP development gains access from SH2 around 1.5km west of the Waioeka Bridge at the entrance to the
Opotiki urban area.
The entrance to the OMIP site is located on the outside of a bend in the road within a 100km/h section of road. To
safely accommodate the additional traffic, particularly heavy vehicles and vehicles towing boats, Waka Kotahi has
advised that a roundabout is the preferred intersection design in this location. This will require the acquisition of
additional land currently in private ownership.
Traffic volumes generated by activities at the OMIP site are not expected to increase substantially until the
harbour entrance improvements and basin construction is completed and aquaculture harvesting, and servicing
operations commence at the site. This is expected to be 2023/4.
The access arrangements will serve a range of functions within the current and future context beyond providing
access to the OMIP development. The most likely roundabout form of the intersection will:
•
•
•

Create a gateway between the urban and rural areas that will encourage safer speeds for vehicles
entering the Opotiki urban area;
Significantly improve the safety of the existing arrangement, noting that there are safety works
currently taking place on this section of SH2; and
Cater for increasing traffic demands on SH2 associated with the on-going economic development of
Opotiki, across all industries, and associated employment and population growth.

The design of the intersection has not been completed at this stage, although an indicative plan is included as
Appendix 4 for illustrative purposes. This intersection layout includes a realignment of SH2 to improve the
safety of the roundabout approach and provides access to the adjoining land to the south to cater for potential
future development. Based on this design an additional 2,300m2 of land would be required for the intersection.
Existing overhear electricity transmission lines would also need to be relocated.
A total cost for the access arrangements has yet to be determined but is likely to be in the order of $2.5 - $3
million.

ALIGNMENT WITH DRAFT RLTP
The Draft RLTP identifies the OMIP development as a key economic development project in the eastern Bay of
Plenty1. The OMIP and the associated roading improvements will contribute to a sustainable, resilient, and safe
transport system and is critical to realising the projected regional economic growth enabled through significant
investment in the Opotiki Harbour Development.
OMIP strongly supports the identification of the OHD and OMIP projects as important economic development
projects for the eastern Bay of Plenty.
Objectives
The roading improvements associated with the OMIP project are aligned with the following objectives in the
RLTP:
Objective 1 – No people are killed or seriously injured on the region’s transport system.
Objective 6 – Economic prosperity. The transport system enables people and goods to move efficiently and reliably
to, from and throughout the region.
OMIP supports the inclusion of these objectives in the Draft RLTP. The success of the Opotiki Harbour
Development will rely on a safe and efficient access to the industrial precinct, and in particular the transport link
between the OMIP site and the aquaculture processing facility in Opotiki.
Roading improvements in this location will also support the achievement of safety objectives along this section of
highway, which is already identified as an area requiring safety improvements.
Key Priorities
OMIP supports the identification of the need to support regional growth as a key priority in the RLTP, including
recognition of the Opotiki Harbour development and the need to maintain safe and reliable transport
connections to and from these locations as a critical success factor for RLTP investment.
The following priority is supported in the Draft RLTP.
Supporting Regional Growth
There are significant economic investments underway, and planned, in the Eastern Bay of Plenty – specifically the
harbours at Whakatane and Opotiki. Maintaining safe and reliable transport connections to and from these
locations is a critical success factor for RLTP investment. These connections are critical for the movement of people
and goods between Whakatane, Kawerau, Opotiki, and other townships, the rest of the region and further east to
Gisborne.
Through this submission OMIP seeks to ensure that these objectives and key priorities are retained in the RLTP.
REQUESTED CHANGES TO DRAFT RLTP
The Draft RLTP includes the Opotiki Harbour Development within the package of non-NLTF funded projects
under the “Opotiki Investment” activity heading within Table 16 2 as an activity which makes a significant
contribution to the objectives of the RLTP and is funded from Crown grants.
The roading improvements required to enable the OMIP development are not included within current
government funding allocations. It is likely that the intersection improvements will need to be funded through a
mix of funding sources, including private developer funding and Waka Kotahi investment.

1
2

Page 31
Page 114

Page 110 of the Draft RLTP (Activities missing from the draft Waka Kotahi Investment Proposal) states that “In
order for activities to receive funding from the NLTF, they must first be proposed by an Approved Organisation, or
Waka Kotahi, and included in the RLTP.”
The roading upgrades required to facilitate the OMIP project fall within the following activity classes under the
NLTP funding criteria.
•
•

State highway improvements (Road to Zero)
Coastal shipping

The project also aligns with the strategic priorities set out in the Government Policy Statement on Land
Transport 2021, which include a focus on improving the safety of the transport system and improving freight
connections for primary producers to facilitate economic development.
The Draft RLTP recognises that maintaining safe and reliable transport connections to and from the OMIP site is a
critical success factor for RLTP investment. This submission requests support for the inclusion of the access
improvements within Table 15 of the Draft RLTP as an activity included in the Waka Kotahi Investment Proposal.
ACTIVITY

ORG

DESCRIPTION

Opotiki marine precinct
SH 2 access
arrangements

Waka Kotahi

The intersection of the Opotiki
Marina and Industrial Park with SH2
requires upgrading to enable the
significant economic opportunities
associated with the Opotiki Harbour
Development.

OUTCOME

Included in the WKIP
following the RTC
submission on the
WKIP.

The table attached as Appendix 1 identifies specific submission points in relation to the Draft RLTP.
SUMMARY

OMIP supports the vision, key priorities, and objectives of the Draft RLTP and the identification of the OHD and
OMIP as important economic development projects in the eastern Bay of Plenty. In recognition of this and taking
account of the range of benefits resulting from the access arrangements, OMIP seeks the addition of the Opotiki
marine precinct SH2 access arrangements project as an activity included in the Waka Kotahi Investment
Proposal.

APPENDIX 1: OMIP SUBMISSION POINTS ON DRAFT RLTP

TABLE 1: DRAFT RLTP SUBMISSION POINTS
PROVISION

SUPPORT/OPPOS

SUBMISSION REASONS

RELIEF SOUGHT

The provision of a safe and efficient transport system is critical to the success of the OHD

Retain the current wording of the regional

and OMIP developments in Opotiki and ensuring the increased employment, economic
growth and associated benefits of these projects are realised for the Opotiki community and
wider eastern Bay of Plenty.

transport vision.

Support

The identification of Economic Prosperity as a key objective in the Draft RLTP is supported.
OMIP supports the recognition of the importance of providing access to emerging areas of
economic opportunity as a key factor in achieving this objective.

Retain Objective 6.

Support

The inclusion of Supporting Regional Growth as a key priority in the Draft RLTP is

Retain Supporting Regional Growth as a key

supported.

priority.

E

Regional transport vision

Support

(Page 19)

Objectives
Objective 6 – Economic
Prosperity
Regional Priorities

OMIP supports the recognition that transport investment supports the creation of new
employment opportunities along with the identification of significant economic investments
in the Opotiki Harbour and the need to maintain safe and reliable transport connections to
and from these locations as a critical success factor in the RLTP (pg 68).

Activities Missing from
draft Waka Kotahi
Investment Proposal
(Page 110)

Support with
amendment

The Draft RLTP recognises that maintaining safe and reliable transport connections to and
from the OMIP site is a critical success factor for RLTP investment.
In addition to facilitating safe and efficient access to the OMIP site, improvements to the
access arrangements would also address existing safety issues along this section of the

Add “Opotiki marine precinct SH 2 access
arrangements” as an activity for inclusion in the
Waka Kotahi Investment Proposal within Table 15
of the RLTP (page 111)

highway and provide additional benefits by providing a gateway to Opotiki and
opportunities for further land use changes on land along the southern side of the highway.
Given that the improvement works provide wider safety benefits that go beyond mitigating
the effects of the OMIP development, this submission requests that the intersection
improvements be included within Table 15 of the Draft RLTP as an activity included in the
Waka Kotahi Investment Proposal.

APPENDIX 2: HARBOUR INDUSTRIAL ZONE STRUCTURE PLAN - OPOTIKI DISTRICT PLAN
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